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Optical fiber sensors present several advantages in relation to other types of sensors. These advantages are essentially

related to the optical fiber properties, i.e., small, lightweight, resistant to high temperatures and pressure,

electromagnetically passive, among others. Sensing is achieved by exploring the properties of light to obtain

measurements of parameters, such as temperature, strain, or angular velocity. In addition, optical fiber sensors can be

used to form an Optical Fiber Sensing Network (OFSN) allowing manufacturers to create versatile monitoring solutions

with several applications, e.g., periodic monitoring along extensive distances (kilometers), in extreme or hazardous

environments, inside structures and engines, in clothes, and for health monitoring and assistance.
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1. Introduction

The development of optical fiber technology marked an important step in global communications technology. In the 70s,

the emergence of optical fibers with low attenuation  enabled long-distance communications with high bandwidth. Since

these advancements, the production volume has continued to grow, and by 2000, optical fibers had already been rapidly

installed around the world .

The evolution of optical fiber technology also enabled the development of devices for optical processing entirely in fiber,

reducing insertion losses and improving the quality of processing . One factor that contributed to the full migration of

optical fiber technology was the identification of photosensitive optical fibers. This discovery was made in 1978 by Hill et

al.  and led to the development of the optical Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG). In parallel with the interest and use in optical

communications, the Bragg gratings have gained a prominent position in optical fiber sensors, due to their versatility in

different sensing applications . Several markets, such as aeronautics , aerospace , civil engineering 

, and biological  or environmental monitoring , have assimilated the advantages of this technology.

Optical fibers provide sensing solutions for many types of applications and environments with high performance. The

design of the fiber sensors can take advantage of one or several optical parameters of the guided light, such as intensity,

phase, polarization, and wavelength. The optical fiber offers dual functionality: measurement of several parameters

through changes in the properties of light propagating through the fiber; and functions as a communications channel,

therefore dispensing an additional dedicated communication channel, and thus presenting an advantage concerning all

other sensing technologies.

Optical fiber sensors are electromagnetically passive. This characteristic is very important as it allows the use of optical

sensors where other types of sensors cannot be employed, for example, in high and variable electric field environments

where there are explosion risks. Furthermore, the silica compound, which is the basic transduction material of optical fiber,

is resistant to most chemical and biological agents and thus can be used in this type of environment and materials.

Another advantage is that optical fiber sensors can be small and lightweight .

The fiber has low optical attenuation enabling propagation over long distances (kilometers) between monitoring stations.

The low attenuation is also important to perform multiplexed measurements. By using a single optical source and

detection unit, it is possible to operate large arrays of distributed sensors without active optoelectronic components in the

measurement area. In turn, the electromagnetic passiveness and environmental resistance can be maintained .

Optical fiber sensor systems are normally used in pre-defined positions. Therefore, extensive lengths of fiber optic cable

are necessary for connecting all the sensors and creating an optical fiber network, which can be expensive and

impractical. In recent years, Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) have gained considerable attention for their effectiveness

in acquiring information on parameters such as temperature, pressure, acceleration, or vibration . Nevertheless, most
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WSN systems do not integrate optical fiber sensors and do not benefit from their special characteristics and advantages.

Therefore, the integration of optical fiber sensors in WSNs introduces benefits and new capabilities for the design of

advanced hybrid-sensing systems .

2. Optical Fiber Sensors

An optical fiber is a cylindrical dielectric waveguide, where both the core and the cladding are composed of glass or

plastic, and the surrounding coatings used to protect the optical fiber are made of acrylate or polyimide materials. Optical

fibers can be multi-mode or single-mode. An optical fiber sensor expands or contracts according to strains or temperature

variations. When light is sent down the fiber to the sensor, it is modulated according to the amount of expansion or

contraction. Subsequently, the sensor reflects back an optical signal to an analytical device, which translates the reflected

light into numerical measurements of the change in the sensor length. These measurements indicate the level of strain or

the temperature .

As mentioned before, optical fiber sensors have several advantages relative to other sensor technologies for a variety of

applications with extensive potential in sensing applications. Some advantages of optical fibers with regard to sensing

include their small size, no requirement of electrical power at the remote location, and many sensors can be multiplexed

along the length of the fiber by using light wavelength shift for each sensor, or by sensing the time delay as light passes

along the fiber through each sensor . Because optical fiber sensors are immune to electromagnetic interference and do

not conduct electricity, they can be used in hazardous environments where high-voltage electricity or flammable material

such as jet fuel may be present. Optical fiber sensors can also be designed to resist high temperatures .

For these reasons, the application environments range from dangerous scenarios where there are radioactive, chemical,

and other industrial-based hazards to more common and simple uses. However, the development of certain types of

optical fiber sensors, for example, in corrosion detection, remain in its infancy .

In the literature, optical fiber sensors can be classified or categorized considering different aspects. These sensors are

frequently grouped according to the sensor location in the fiber, and the operating principle or the application .

When considering matters of application, optical sensors can be categorized considering the type of parameters they are

intended to measure, namely: physical (e.g., strain, temperature), chemical (e.g., oil parameters, pH, ammonia,

detergents, pesticides and humidity)  or bio-medical (e.g., oxygen, carbon dioxide, proteins, cells, proteins, and

DNA) . Concerning the sensor location, the optical sensor can be classified as intrinsic or extrinsic 

(Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Types of optical sensors considering the location of the sensor.

Intrinsic sensors (upper part of Figure 1) directly use an optical fiber as the sensitive material (sensor head) and also as

the medium to transport the optical signal with the information measured. They operate via direct modulation of the light

guided into the optical fiber, and the light does not leave the fiber, except at the detection end. In this type of sensor,

physical perturbations modify the characteristics of the optical fiber, changing the properties of the light carried by the

fiber. Alternatively, the modulated light may be coupled back into the same fiber by reflection or scattering and then guided

back to the detection system. The simplest fiber sensors vary the intensity of the light and require only a light source and

a detector.

Intrinsic optical fiber sensors can be used in distributed sensing over large distances to measure different parameters, for

example: temperature can be measured by analyzing the Raman scattering of the optical fiber or by using a fiber bearing

an evanescent loss that varies with temperature; electrical voltage can be measured by analyzing the polarization of light

as a function of voltage or electric field considering the nonlinear optical effects in specially doped fibers; angles can be

measured through the Sagnac effect; and, direction recognition is possible using special long-period fiber grating .

Furthermore, intrinsic optical fiber sensors are used in different fields for different purposes. They are employeed as

hydrophones for seismic and sonar applications , building a system with several sensors per fiber cable.

An advantage of these sensors is that they can simultaneously measure the temperature and acoustic pressure at the

same location . This is particularly useful when acquiring information from small complex structures. In oil wells,

intrinsic optical fiber sensors are used for measuring temperature and pressure with precision.Simultaneous temperature

and strain sensing over large distances is also possible exploring the Brillouin scattering effects, which enable sensing

over larger distances (>30 km) . Another application of these sensors is in healthcare for medical imaging and

diagnosis , due to their higher resistance to chemical agents and immunity to electromagnetic interference. Intrinsic

sensors are also used in airplanes  and cars  as high-accuracy optical fiber gyroscopes for navigation purposes.

An extrinsic or hybrid optical fiber sensor (usually based on a multimode fiber cable) (see Figure 1) guides the light

to/from a location where the optical sensor head is located. The sensor head is external to the optical fiber and is based

on miniature components that are used to modulate the properties of light in response to environmental changes

associated with physical perturbations of interest. The optical energy is transmitted to the head of the sensors from one

end of the fiber, and the other end of the fiber is modulated and coupled to the optical sensor.
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In this type of sensor, the optical fiber is simply used to guide the light to and from a location where an optical sensor head

is located. The typical configuration is one fiber to transmit to the sensor head, and a second fiber to guide the modulated

light back to the optical detector. Another configuration may use only one fiber, the modulated light may be coupled back

by reflection or scattering and then guided back to the detection system. This type of sensor can reach places that other

transmission methods cannot, for example, inside an aircraft jet engine for temperature measurement, or in locations with

extreme electromagnetic fields. Extrinsic sensors are used to measure vibration, rotation, displacement, velocity,

acceleration, torque, and temperature . Extrinsic optical fiber sensors provide resistance to noise and signal corruption,

however, integration with other types of sensors can be difficult since other sensors produce an electrical output that then

has to be converted into an optical signal. Fabry–Perot interferometers are an example of extrinsic sensors, which have a

cavity at the end of the fiber where light comes out from and allows users to perform sensing of numerous parameters,

e.g., pressure and temperature in geothermal wells , ultrasound, humidity, liquid level sensing , and structural health

monitoring of bridges .

With regard to the principle of operation, the optical fiber sensors can be classified as intensity-modulated, wavelength-

modulated, phase-modulated, scattering-based or polarization-based (Figure 2) :

Figure 2. Types of optical fiber sensors with respect to their principle of operation.

Intensity-modulated sensors were among the first optical fiber sensors to be developed . These sensors can detect

physical changes or perturbations in the received light (bend loss, attenuation, evanescent fields). Simplicity and lower

costs present the advantages of this optical sensor type; however, these sensors are susceptible to fluctuations in

optical power loss leading to false readings, and therefore requiring a reference system to minimize the problem.

Wavelength-modulated sensors measure the wavelength change in the fiber. Examples of wavelength-modulated

sensors include black body sensors, fluorescence sensors, and the Bragg grating wavelength-modulated sensors. The

FBG sensor represents the most popular type of wavelength-modulated sensor and is frequently used in different

applications since it is capable of single-point or multi-point sensing.

Phase-modulated sensors use the interferometry principle to measure interference of the optical fiber light. These

sensors are popular owing to their high sensitivity and accuracy; however, this also translates to a higher cost. The

most popular phase-modulated sensors include the Mach–Zehnder, Sagnac, Michelson, and Fabry–Perot

interferometers.

Scattering-based sensors use an Optical Time Domain Reflectometer (OTDR) to detect changes in the scattered light.

These sensors are very popular since they enable distributed sensing along the length of the fiber with interesting

applications in structural health monitoring, and measuring changes in strain.

Polarization-based sensors detect changes in the light caused by an alteration in the polarization state. These sensors

exploit the birefringence phenomenon in the optical fiber, where depending on the polarization the refractive index

changes. When applying strain to the optical fiber, the birefringence effect occurs and results in a detectable phase

difference.

3. Optical Fiber Sensing Networks

In many applications, it is desirable or even imperative to measure strain and temperature at multiple locations at the

same time. Wireless sensors emerged to solve some of the difficulties. However, the power supply required for continuous

operation and the inability to scale in large scenarios present some of their associated disadvantages. These and other

issues are overcome by Optical Fiber Sensing Networks (OFSNs), which offer the possibility to support a large number of
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sensors in a single optical fiber with long unamplified transmission ranges, high bandwidth, low power loss, and enhanced

data privacy.

In addition to the single-point sensing, OFSNs can be distributed or multi-point.

3.1. Multiplexing Techniques

In applications where the goal is to simultaneously monitor data from several sensors in a network, it is challenging to

process this information simultaneously. Multiplexing solves this problem by combining signals from several sensors into

one signal transmitted over the same medium, which is the optical fiber.

Information can be multiplexed in several ways, depending mostly on the network topology (defines how sensors are

connected in the network) and on sensor addressing (used to distinguish information from each sensor in the network).

This can be achieved considering different domains, such as the time, frequency, or wavelength. Ideally, there is a set of

criteria that a multiplexing system should satisfy : no restrictions regarding the type and properties of the sensors;

scalability to increase the number of sensors in the network without penalizing its structure; ability to integrate sensors

with high dynamic range; low interference (crosstalk) between sensors. Ultimately, multiplexing optical fiber sensors

minimizes system costs since it allows for reductions in the optical sources, detectors, modulators, and other components

necessary to support the sensing network .

3.2. Distributed Sensing

The principle behind distributed sensing is the scattering of light that propagates in the fiber core, in particular, the

backscattering to allow the propagation of the scattered light back to the detection unit. As previously explained, optical

time domain reflectometry is used in distributed sensing to determine the location of variations along the length of the

fiber. A Raman-OTDR is used for distributed temperature measurements and a Brillouin-OTDR is used for distributed

strain or temperature measurements. Sensing systems based on Brillouin and Raman scattering are used to detect the

localized strain and temperature, allowing the monitoring of hundreds of kilometers along a structure with a single

instrument, and with an accuracy of around 1 m .

The ability to measure temperatures and strains at thousands of points along a single fiber is particularly interesting for

monitoring large structures  such as dams, tunnels, pipelines, bridges, and landslides, where it allows the detection

and localization of movement, leakage, deflection, and seepage zones, with sensitivity and localization accuracy

unattainable using conventional measurement techniques . Figure 3 illustrates an application scenario for distributed

sensing, where a continuous-sensing fiber element is used to monitor parameters such as strain or temperature in a

tunnel.

Figure 3. Distributed sensing based on continuous-sensing element.

In addition, OTDRs are widely used in distributed fiber networks as a diagnostic tool to monitor optical fiber

communication links .

3.3. Multi-Point Sensing

Multi-point sensing detects variations only in the vicinity of localized sensors. Measurements performed in discrete points

that can be located along a large area covered by an OFSN are considered multi-point sensing with multiplexed point

sensors.
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Multiplexing involves the concepts of network topology, sensor addressing, and sensor interrogation. The first is related to

the sensors’ arrangement in a network, which may have consequences in terms of power budget and sensor crosstalk.

The second involves the study of processes and techniques that permit the addressing of a particular sensor from the

emission and detection block, taking into consideration that typically all sensors are related to time, wavelength,

coherence, frequency, or spatial addressing. The third is associated with the process to read the status of a specific

sensor and obtaining measurand information.

In multi-point sensing, there are multiple types of topologies: serial, parallel, and ladder . The serial topology

consists of an optical source, a modulator, a sensor array, and to recover the signal, a demodulator, and finally, the optical

detector. Sensors can be reflective or transmissive, which means that different configurations influence the way the signal

is redirected to the detector array. A reflective sensor reflects the light in direction of the detector and a transmissive

sensor redirects the signal to the detector.

The parallel topology is the simplest arrangement and consists of an optical source (which can be more than one source)

that is coupled into the fiber network, and the power is distributed via a multiple-port directional coupler into a set of

parallel downleads. The signal travels through each downlead that contains a sensor and is then redirected to the detector

array.

FBG networks (Figure 4) are one of the most well-known examples of multi-point sensing. FBGs are widely used owing to

their many advantages already described before, such as multiplexing capability and wavelength-encoded information,

and eliminating power variations . FBGs can measure the strain and temperature separately .

Figure 4. FBG Interrogator in a Structure Strain Sensing Application.

These devices are inherently self-referenced since information is encoded in the resonant wavelength of the structure,

which is an absolute parameter and can be easily multiplexed. This is particularly important in the context of multi-point

sensing. The conversion of the Bragg wavelength value and variations into an electrical signal to obtain the information is

designated by FBG interrogation.

In order to use sensors over very large distances, optical amplifiers can be employed along the fiber network . Figure 4
illustrates a simple example, where an FBG sensing network is applied to monitor the strain in a dam.

In Portugal, this technology was adopted for real-time monitoring of structures and the environment . In 2004, an

OFSN was implemented in the bridge Luis I in Porto. More than 120 sensing points were addressed with FBGs located in

specially designed optical fiber cables spanning several kilometers.

In 2002, a sensing network based on FBGs was implemented at Ria de Aveiro (Portugal) to monitor the distribution of

water temperature along the 12 km extension . Figure 5 illustrates a similar application scenario, where an optical

switch allows for the interrogation of different FBGs.
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Figure 5. Representation of a Multi-FBG sensing system for measurement of water temperature.

FBGs are also implemented in many other domains, such as aeronautics, land and ocean transportation, oil and gas

exploration, steel corrosion monitoring , as well as environmental monitoring.

Some areas of application where optical fiber distributed sensing is commonly used can also be addressed with FBGs.

New developments in FBG interrogation allows for the reading of a large number of closely distributed, equal-wavelength,

low-reflectivity FBGs with high resolution, demonstrating a very effective solution based on this technology .

3.4. OFSN Applications

As previously discussed, since the optical fiber is made of non-metal material, it is more resistant to environmental factors

and can be used in severe conditions such as high/low temperature and humidity. In addition, it is immune to electric and

electromagnetic interference as well as signal errors in the transmitting process. Therefore, OFSNs have been used in

several fields for monitoring different parameters. The dual functionality of the fiber (simultaneously sensing element and

communication channel) with low limitations (distance versus bandwidth) enables the implementation of an extensive

sensor network. Hybrid approaches based on optical fiber sensing combined with out-body wireless communication are

also interesting in this domain .

This section presents a summary of applications of optical fiber sensor networks in different fields, specifically considering

multi-point and distributed sensing. In several applications, a combination of distributed and multi-point sensing can be

used, e.g., in healthcare sensing systems . Examples of single-point sensing were already provided for each type of

optical fiber sensor in Section 2.

The lifespan of the infrastructure is long, ranging from several decades to over one hundred years. Depending on the type

of structure, a range of parameters such as strain, temperature, corrosion and thickness reduction, leakage acoustics, and

pressure may be important to quantify. Despite the existence of several methods to detect damage in civil infrastructure

, most of them suffer from various disadvantages such as lack of portability, susceptibility to electromagnetic

interference, and lack of capability for continuous and remote monitoring over large distances. In 1989, optical fiber

sensors were introduced as concrete structural monitors  and became a very important element in civil infrastructures,

such as bridges or pipelines . Subsequently, many research groups started to implement optical fiber sensors in

various structures .

Optical fiber strain sensors have shown to be the best option for long-term health monitoring of concrete bridges due to

their small size, light weight, immunity to electromagnetic disturbance, resistance to harsh environments, ability to be

embedded internally, and multiplexing capabilities. These sensors have been used for measuring strain in large concrete

and steel structures , for health monitoring in composite structures  and railways , for monitoring structural

fires , and for strain/displacement monitoring of geotechnical structures (dams, slopes, tunnels, or excavation

engineering) . In addition, OFSNs are capable of long-distance transmissions, hence they are better suited for remote

strain monitoring than any other strain sensing technique .

FBGs with multi-point sensing network configuration were used to create seismic maps of the sea floor, and these maps

are used today for monitoring oil and gas reservoirs . This is achieved by analyzing the propagation of seismic waves

induced by controlled explosions. Interferometric optical fiber sensing systems were used to sense the seismic waves and

may require over 30,000 sensors, using a specific combination of time and wavelength multiplexing .
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OFSNs provide sensing solutions for almost all application types and in inflammable, radioactive, or chemically corrosive

environments, owing to the intrinsic characteristics of the optical fiber . In the following, a few additional

applications are listed:

Electric and magnetic fields: A summarized overview of fiber optic sensors for measuring electric and magnetic fields

was proposed in , which are used in single point sensing configuration for localized measurements.

Localization of heat sources: Chirped FBGs have been used for localization of heat sources and shock wave detection,

among other applications .

Battery management: A study to assess the possibility of integrating fiber optic sensors to monitor the battery health

(temperature, strain, and humidity) was carried out in .

Monitoring aerial vehicle structural health: In aviation, FBG networks are explored to monitor an aircraft’s structural

health  and to monitor a spacecraft’s structural health (temperature and strain) .

Healthcare: Heart rate and respiratory rate sensors based on FBGs perform multi-point sensing in . A review of fiber

optic sensors for sub-centimeter spatially resolved measurements  presented applications of these sensors in many

areas, such as thermotherapy, catheterization for diagnostic purposes through gastroscopy, urology diagnostics, and

smart textiles.

4. Wireless Sensor Networks

With the development and proliferation of Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS) technology, which enables the

development of smart sensors, WSNs have attracted worldwide attention . These sensors can be designed to

measure different parameters (e.g., mechanical, thermal, biological, chemical or magnetic) and can be small and low

power. Integrating wireless communications capabilities with these sensors allows for the creation of low-cost nodes that

are able to acquire and transmit data. Due to these features, WSNSs provide a flexible and efficient approach for multi-

point sensing, allowing large-scale real-time monitoring and data collection and at a lower cost.

In a WSN, sensor nodes work together to monitor several parameters about the environment, usually without an

infrastructure. Considering the deployment approach, a WSN can be classified as unstructured or structured  (Figure
6). An unstructured WSN contains a large number of sensor nodes that can be deployed randomly (in an ad hoc manner),

increasing the complexity and costs related to network maintenance (e.g., node troubleshooting). In addition, since the

locations of the nodes are not specified, uniform or full coverage of an area cannot be guaranteed. In a structured WSN,

the sensor nodes’ locations are planned and plotted. Therefore, uniform and full coverage can be ensured and fewer

nodes can be deployed, resulting in lower costs for network maintenance. However, the structured deployment can be

complex in certain applications and lead to more effort and costs in the deployment stage.

Figure 6. Wireless Sensor Networks: Deployment and Node Types.

Two different types of nodes can be deployed in a WSN: sensing nodes and bridge nodes (or gateway nodes)  (Figure
6). The sensing nodes perform the measurements or data acquisition and relay the data to nearby bridge nodes, while the
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bridge nodes gather data from multiple sensing nodes and relay the data to a base station or a central system. Bridge

nodes have higher processing capabilities and power consumption, but this approach allows for a reduction in processing

requirements and power consumption in the sensing nodes. In addition, different radio communications can be used

between the sensing and bridge nodes and between the bridge nodes and the base stations also reducing the cost of the

overall deployment.

Sensor nodes are normally powered by batteries, and despite the low power consumption, the requirement of batteries

still presents a limitation. In some applications, batteries can be charged by solar energy.

4.1. Integration with Optical Fiber Sensors

As mentioned before, MEMS sensors have some limitations in terms of measurement capabilities, when compared to

optical fiber sensors, due to the limited types of sensing mechanisms built into the MEMS sensor design. On the other

hand, optical fiber sensor systems are often used alone in pre-defined positions, and therefore extensive lengths of optical

fiber cable are necessary for connecting all the sensors as an optical fiber network. Additionally, in many circumstances

dealing with this cabling can be a problem.

Despite the distinct advantages of WSNs and optical fiber sensors, and the constant developments in both areas, the

integration of these two technologies is not a common occurrence. The reason behind this is possibly related to the

complexity of optical fiber sensors in comparison to other sensors, and the relatively low cost and low power consumption

of other solutions. However, these “hybrid” sensing networks may be very important in applications where harnessing the

advantages of both optical fiber sensors and WSNs is crucial .

There is some research focused on the integration of WSNs with optical fiber sensors , aiming to obtain the best

of both worlds, namely the advantages related to the optical fiber sensors and the means of communication provided by

WSNs.

Figure 7 represents a possible application of a solution that integrates optical sensing with a WSN. In the depicted case,

a distributed optical sensing network is used to monitor each wind turbine in an offshore wind farm. The parameters that

can be monitored include underwater structure bend, corrosion, water temperature, salinity, and so forth . Moreover,

optical fibers can be used to monitor blade parameters , such as the bend or strain, that influence the performance of

the wind turbine. In addition to the immunity to electromagnetic effects, another advantage is that optical fibers are ideal

for performing this type of monitoring because it is flexible and light, and can even be integrated in to the blade material

.

Figure 7. Representation of optical sensing and WSN integration.

All of the measurements can then be sent using a WSN, where the nodes installed in each turbine work together to relay

the data to a central monitoring server. This approach is especially useful in deployments that lack a dedicated

communication link. With regard to agriculture, optical sensors can also be used to measure several parameters related to

the environment, field and crops , and the integration with WSN is also an advantage to wirelessly gather the data from

multiple sensing nodes.

In , a design is presented for a wireless mobile platform to locate and gather data from different types of optical fiber

sensors. This can be used in applications such as monitoring in remote and harsh environments and tracking, exploiting

fully the combined advantages offered both by the mobile WSN and the advanced optical fiber sensing technologies. In

the presented platform, an optical fiber sensor module and a smart mobile WSN module are used, showing important
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advantages in mobile sensing. The authors designed a temperature sensor based on FBGs and an intrinsic pH optical

fiber sensor, and then integrated them successfully into a WSN platform.

There is a highly prominent recent research topic for uniting WSN with optical sensing networks, which are smartphone-

based interrogator systems . In these systems, the smartphone is both the optical source (LED camera) and

detector using the camera to collect the optical signal, and then it performs interrogation to obtain information about the

measurand.

In , a fiber optic temperature-sensing system integrated with a smartphone platform was proposed. The sensing system

is composed of a fiber-based surface plasmon resonance sensor which uses the LED of the smartphone as a light source

from one end to emit the input signals. Output signals are recorded and processed by the smartphone camera on the

other end of the fiber. Experimental results demonstrated that this temperature sensor can achieve a measurement

resolution of 0.83 °C with an operating range between 30 and 70 °C.

Although it is clear that these approaches produce less accurate measurements than conventional interrogation systems,

these advances will pave the way for low-cost portable sensing systems that combine the advantages offered by optical

sensing and smartphones. These solutions bear potential applications in healthcare, environmental monitoring, or other

fields.
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